CHELTENHAM, GLOUCESTERSHIRE l SPIRITS

Born of parents who own a micro-brewery
in Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, it no doubt
felt like the process of making alcohol was
something which the four siblings were
born to do when founding Sibling
Distillery. The easy option doesn’t often
yield the best results so, for this reason
they do not buy in a neutral spirit, but
instead create a spectacularly high quality
vodka from scratch. This gives the cleanest
of slates on which they are able to vapour
infuse their delicate and distinctive
ﬂavours using their state of the art glass
and stainless steel Carter Head Still, and
the the best ingredients available. Their
vanilla is imported directly from
Madagascar and the other unique
botanicals that are used are prepared by
hand, such as blueberries, orange and
lemon. The siblings’ dedication to detail
bears spectacular results in their
outstanding gins.
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Premium 42%
Gin

35cl

Working in conjunction with top cocktail makers Sibling have created a
botanical mix which is memorable for all of the right reasons. The
characteristic smoothness is achieved with softening tones of vanilla
and blueberry, subtle hints of orange and lemon ensuring a clean fresh
twist. This contemporary style of Gin is smooth and complex enough to
be enjoyed on its own, and stunning as a mixed drink or cocktail.

70cl

Triple Distilled Gin
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Infused with fresh lemon and rosemary ﬂavours, this is the perfect gin for
a spring G&T, served with a slice of lemon and lots of ice!

70cl

Lemon & Rosemary

35cl

Infused with fresh strawberries and warm black pepper this is the
perfect gin for the summer, either served with Elderﬂower Tonic or
regular Indian Tonic Water and a strawberry!

70cl

Strawberry & Black Pepper

Apple, Blackberry & Cardamom
Infused with fresh apples and blackberries with a hint of cardamom. A
beautiful lightly spiced and bright fruity ﬂavour. Delicious with tonic and
a slice of fresh apple, sparkling apple or even on its own.

Cranberry & Clementine
The Sibling Winter Limited Edition is infused with Cranberries and
Clementine peel. Luxuriously fruity with a bitter sweet ﬁnish, it blends
perfectly with tonic, ginger ale, cloudy lemonade or even Prosecco. A real
winter warmer!

Negroni
Sibling have taken inspiration from the cocktail to create a gin that mixes
with tonic to make a fresh and herbal G&T, best served with tonic, a slice
of orange and ice. With a mix of botanical flavours, we have crafted a
small taste of Italy from our Cotswold based distillery.

Gift Box
Contains the four ﬂavoured gins in 5cl bottles. The perfect way to try all four
at any time of the year and presented beautifully to make a great present. 4
x 5cl bottles
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